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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This paper reports the 

experience of a participatory project in 

environmental epidemiology, formally 

initiated in 2015 and still underway, in 

Manfredonia, southern Italy. We provide some 

background information and justification 

for our choice of a participatory model of 

investigation, and summarize the antecedents 

to our involvement, from the siting of 

a petrochemical plant in the area in 1971 

to a series of events which triggered public 

discontent, concern and unrest. 

Methods: We proceed by providing 

a description and discussion of the various 

steps of our study, focusing mainly on the 

dynamics of public engagement. 

Results: The initial disappointment and 

mistrust of concerned citizens have been 

reduced. The consequent dialogue led to 

a shared research protocol. Each step of 

the research has been made public and 

accessible. 

Conclusion: We conclude with some remarks 

on our experience and the lessons we are 

drawing from it, including the challenges for 

its possible replication. The participatory 

project contributed to promoting public 

engagement and restoring some trust in 

scientific research.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, public participation has 
been increasingly invoked and praised in thousands 
of European Union (EU) documents, declarations, 
programs and plans. In addition, its inclusion is 
mandatory in areas such as environmental planning 
and industrial risk assessment. Recently, the idea is 
penetrating fields, namely science and technological 
development, which were previously considered the 

domain of experts alone. The Rome Declaration (1), while 
appealing to the principles on which the EU is founded, 
advocates the collaboration and reciprocal responsibility 
of virtually any potential stakeholder in, among others, 
the definition of research agendas and the conduct of 
research, and the access and application of its results.

The reasons behind this progressive appeal to 
participation and engagement are many and cannot 
be explored in this paper. Suffice it to say here that the 
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impulses for more inclusiveness are both top-down 
and bottom-up. As different as analyses and proposed 
solutions may be, the recognition is shared, in many 
quarters, that there is a crisis in the relationship between 
science and society and that this needs to be urgently 
addressed. This is particularly evident when risk and 
environment are involved, whereby “facts are uncertain, 
values in dispute, stakes high, and decision urgent” (2).

It remains to be seen whether the above trend is 
actually translated into meaningful action or is simply 
a rhetorical framing to continue with business as usual. 
As early as 1969, Sherry Arnstein published an article 
that became very influential in many areas of research. 
She writes: “There is a critical difference between 
going through the empty ritual of participation and 
having the real power needed to affect the outcome 
of the process.” (3). She further warns against the 
risks of participation becoming just an empty label to 
cover different forms of manipulation. Similarly, some 
two and a half decades later, Fischhoff discussed the 
different ways of conceiving and treating the so-called 
public in risk communication activities, from exclusion 
to partnership (4).

Reports of experiences all over the world are by now 
countless, including very critical ones, such as the 
collection of essays by Cooke and Kothari, dealing 
mainly with development plans promoted by national 
and international organizations in post-colonial 
countries (5).

In research on health matters, there are many 
experiences in which patients, or their relatives 
and care providers (6), explore new pathways of 
medical research rooted in current information 
and communication technologies (7). A ground-
breaking experience reported by Epstein (8) is the 
unconventional alliance between medical experts 
and so-called AIDS treatment activists in the USA in 
the 1990s. Together they redefined the design, data 
collection and interpretation of the clinical trials used 
to test the safety and efficacy of AIDS drugs.

To our knowledge, participatory studies are rare in 
the field of environmental epidemiology, at least if 
they are conceived – as we do in this article – to mean 
the full inclusion of so-called lay people in all of the 
research steps including: framing the issues under 
study; defining the objectives; designing the protocol; 

selecting the methods of investigation; analysing; and 
reporting on results (9, 10).

Our aim in this paper is to describe a participatory 
approach to an epidemiological investigation. We 
adopted such an approach when we were requested 
to conduct an epidemiological investigation in 
Manfredonia – listed by the Italian Ministry of 
Environment as an area with high environmental risk 
(11). The reason for this choice was that Manfredonia, 
together with Flixborough, UK, and Seveso, Italy, 
was one of the cases that prompted the creation of 
the European regulation on major accident hazards. 
Epidemiological evidence of the consequences of toxic 
releases is still incomplete and residents continue to 
feel deceived and betrayed.

CONTEXT
Manfredonia is a coastal municipality of 57 331 
residents in the Province of Foggia, Apulia Region, 
in southern Italy. Its traditional economy was based 
on fishing and agriculture until the late 1960s, when 
the Italian Government decided to site the Enichem 
petrochemical plant just outside the municipality’s 
borders. The Enichem plant commenced operations 
in 1971, producing fertilizers and caprolactam, and 
employed some 1500 people, with 600 others working 
for sub-contracting firms.

On 26 September 1976, a scrubbing tower for the 
synthesis of ammonia exploded, releasing at least 12 
tons of arsenic compounds into the atmosphere (12). 
The content of the release was revealed only in the 
days following the explosion, and the seriousness of 
the accident was downplayed. Over the next few years, 
several other accidents occurred, and some seriously 
alarmed the local population, such as the ammonia 
leak in 1978 which caused a mass evacuation from the 
city, or the fire in a caprolactam warehouse in 1984 (13).

Protests by citizens and environmentalists began 
in the 1980s and peaked in 1988 when the entire 
city rebelled against the decision of the Italian 
Government to divert the Deep Sea Carrier, a ship with 
toxic cargo originally and illegally destined for Nigeria, 
to Manfredonia (13). In the same year, the local Bianca 
Lancia Women Association applied to the European 
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg complaining 
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about the Italian Government’s inaction to assure 
the right to be informed about the risks derived by 
the factory accident. The judgment, pronounced ten 
years later, recognized the violation of Article 8 of 
the Convention on Human Rights by stating that: 
“… applicants had waited […] for essential information 
that would have enabled them to assess risks they and 
their families might run if they continued to live at 
Manfredonia, a town particularly exposed to danger in 
event of an accident at factory.” (14)

Mobilization and civic struggles continued for two years. 
The factory terminated the production of caprolactam 
in 1988 and ceased all operations in 1994. In addition, 
awareness regarding occupational risks was raised when 
a so-called barefoot epidemiological study – that is based 
on observations and data collected on the ground, not 
following pre-defined protocols – claimed a cluster of 
lung cancer cases. Evidence had been collected between 
1995 and 1997 by Nicola Lovecchio, a former worker 
at Enichem diagnosed with lung cancer at the age of 
45, and oncologist Maurizio Portaluri (15). The Court 
of Foggia initiated a case in 2002 against ten former 
managers of Enichem and two medical consultants 
which ended in 2007 with a non-guilty verdict. The 
judge ruled that a causal link between the occupational 
exposures and the claimed diseases had not been 
proved. The verdict was confirmed in appeals in 2011.

It is worth noticing that unsatisfactory results were not 
restricted to studies on exposed workers. Additionally, 
the epidemiological studies of the resident population 
produced equivocal and uncertain evidence (16): most 
of the uncertainty depended on the shortness of the 
observing period after the accident of 1976 compared 
with the latency of the onset of the oncological health 
effects. Including the Manfredonia area among those at 
high environmental risk (as noted above), and claiming 
an absence of evidence without properly appraising the 
related uncertainty, contributed to creating feelings of 
outrage and distrust among the local population.

APPROACH
In October 2013, the Mayor of Manfredonia, Angelo 
Riccardi – following up on advice from the oncologist, 
Maurizio Portaluri – contacted Maria Angela Vigotti, 
an epidemiologist, to request that a study be conducted 
on the health of the resident population, in order to 

respond to local concerns linked to past Enichem 
activities. Ms Vigotti recommended the involvement 
of other researchers from different backgrounds, 
including medical statistics, environmental physics, 
sociology, and history. She also insisted on a vast 
communication plan for targeting a variety of 
stakeholders who would have a say in all phases of the 
study. Her suggestions were accepted and a contract 
was signed in January 2015 between the National 
Research Council (CNR), the Manfredonia Municipality 
and the Local Health Unit (LHU).

The study aimed to assess the health status of the local 
population and the potential effects of pollution from 
the petrochemical plant in the period 1971–1994, with 
special regard to the 1976 accident. Table 1 reports the 
main phases of the study, with outcomes and comments.

Phases 1 and 2 (see Table 1) document the preliminary 
agreements on the composition of a mixed Research 
Group (RG) and the overall participatory approach of 
the study.

Phase 3 was especially crucial, as it included a public 
statement by us, the authors of this paper, and members 
of the Research Group, about our role in the study. We 
claimed that we did not position ourselves as external, 
value-free observers, with no stakes in the issue. 
Rather, we conceived of ourselves as belonging to an 
epistemic community – “a network of professionals with 
recognized expertise and competence in a particular 
domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant 
knowledge within that domain or issue-area” (17). 
Coming from different disciplines and backgrounds, 
we share a set of normative and principled beliefs, 
including that research must contribute to human 
welfare and social justice. In this perspective, we 
maintain that the quality assurance of our scientific 
inputs to the policy process requires the participation of 
an "extended peer community", consisting of all those 
with a stake in the issues under scrutiny (2).

In other words, if the policy purpose is to safeguard the 
health and well-being of the citizens of Manfredonia, 
we believe and demand that those very citizens have 
a say on how to devise the most appropriate and 
effective problem-solving strategies for amending past 
blunders and wrongs and preventing their repetition. 
While reopening a 40-year-old case, we were and are 
looking at the future: and neither the past nor the 
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future can be constructed without the testimony and 
the contribution of those affected.

The subsequent phases followed without us devising 
any specific methods or techniques to involve the 
population. We simply opened up the process by 
getting involved in as many events as possible, where 
we openly stated the convictions illustrated above 
and presented the activities planned under the study 
contract, inviting public discussions.

The study phases were documented in the official 
journal of the Italian Epidemiological Association 
(www.epiprev.it) and reported in a dedicated website 
(www.ambientesalutemanfredonia.it). The latter also 
contains all other documents of relevance, including 
financial ones.

DISCUSSION
At first, the idea of this new research met with 
widespread skepticism among the population, or 
rather the concerned citizens – those interested 
in the protection of health and the environment. 
Due to previous disappointments, the local trust in 
institutions – administrative, political, scientific, and 
legal – had been considerably reduced. However, after 
a series of encounters, the new initiative sponsored 
by the municipality gained credit thanks to – we 
maintain – both our public declarations of non-
neutrality and the informal endorsement of some 
respected local witnesses, most notably the already 
cited oncologist, Maurizio Portaluri.

Among the citizens that showed interest and support 
for the initiative were many who had been involved in 
the previously mentioned protests and mobilization 
against the Deep Sea Carrier and the Enichem 
petrochemical plant, and who had never discontinued 
their commitment in defense of health and the 
environment.

A Citizen Committee (CC) called Coordinamento was 
created, open to all and without any formal structure. 
Its double purpose was to maintain a continuous 
dialogue with the Research Group and local authorities 
on the one hand, and involve as many residents as 
possible in research and policy activities on the other.

After the inception, there was a constant dialogue – 
both face-to-face and at a distance – between the 
Research Group and Citizen Committee via e-mail, 
telephone conferences and other means. Meetings 
in person were organized whenever the researchers 
travelled to Manfredonia, either in public events – 
usually with local authorities – or in open meetings 
held in the headquarters of the Citizen Committee 
made available by the Local Health Unit.

The format of the Citizen Committee had both 
advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, any 
interested person could join at any time, bringing new 
information and ideas and, most importantly, helping to 
expand the network of interested individuals, groups and 
associations via personal and professional contacts. Of 
course, not all attempts of inclusion were successful and 
some individuals and groups refused to participate in the 
workings of the Citizen Committee, or left after an initial 
involvement, at different times and for various reasons.

On the other hand, the lack of structure created some 
representation problems, as the more active associates 
developed a closer relationship with the Research 
Group – or some of its members – through more 
frequent contacts, including informal ones. This was 
at times interpreted by others as a privileged relation 
or even a lack of transparency. In general, conflicts 
and confrontations were far from rare within the 
Coordinamento, as is inevitable – and possibly vital – 
in any group. Dissimilar political preferences and 
alliances reverberated inside the Citizen Committee, 
such as for the assessment of local politics. There were 
contrasting views about preferred organizational and 
strategic choices. Commitment and continuity were 
unequal – or at least were perceived as such – among 
participants, and this generated some resentment 
which was at times openly declared, but more often 
it was creeping and underground. Last but not least, 
personality clashes occasionally endangered the 
possibility of coordinated action.

It is not our purpose here to analyze such dynamics 
in detail; nor is it possible, as we do not have 
sufficient direct knowledge of them. We perceived 
them through formal or informal reports, and only 
occasionally did we observe them directly. In any 
event, and despite the unequal and discontinuous 
engagement and commitment of its affiliates, the 
Coordinamento was able to achieve some important 
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successes, both in orienting the research process and 
in promoting related activities. Among the latter were 
a series of initiatives organized in September 2016 to 
commemorate the accident of 40 years before and its 
local impact and consequences. Overall, support for 
the research endeavor and the Research Group itself 
never failed. More recently, the Citizen Committee 
selected two spokespersons – a man and a woman – 
with the main task of easing communication with the 
Research Group – although this by no means implies 
that they are the only ones entitled to speak on behalf 
of the Citizen Committee.

CONCLUSION
Manfredonia is one of countless examples of 
a community being exposed to chemical hazards 
and pollution without adequate awareness and 
preparedness, and possibly even without an adequate 
risk assessment (18). It is one of countless instances of 
a population suffering from the consequences of an 
accident affecting its health and well-being, including 
all kinds of material, psychological and social aspects 
(19). Moreover, it is one of countless cases in which 
the burden of proof is left with those who have 
experienced the damage, and where evidence of tort 
is deemed insufficient in court, thus adding to the 
wrongs already suffered (20).

And yet, each case is unique, and so is that of 
Manfredonia. Here, we do not have the space to 
analyse its peculiarities. Suffice is to say that a key 
aspect which favored the possibility of implementing 
a participatory research model was the presence of 
a number of citizens who, through the decades, never 
gave up their attempts to be recognized as active 
subjects in the decision processes regarding the future 
of their community. They were our primary reference 
group and our source of encouragement and support. 
As already mentioned, the local reservoir of trust 
was almost exhausted when the Research Group was 
formed, due to multiple previous disappointments. 
Thus, as a group of researchers, we had to gain 
people’s confidence in the field. We did so by openly 
stating our position about the non-neutrality of (our) 
research, and sticking to our conviction that the local 
population – which had been exposed to accidents 
and environmental pollution – was fully entitled to 
speak and act in defense of its past, present and future 

interests. As noted earlier, the endorsement by some 
respected local witnesses was also very important.

As so very often happens with health and 
environmental conflicts, at the beginning, the 
population did not seem to be intrigued with the 
technicalities of the exposure studies. Most residents 
were already convinced that they had been poisoned 
by the plant through accidents, normal operations and 
waste dumping. They were mainly asking for justice 
and a scientific confirmation of what they already knew.

It should be clear from our presentation that there 
is no way to account for or measure a participatory 
experience like this in terms of numbers. Thus, in 
agreement with Saltelli, we “insist on a ‘license not 
to quantify’ when the conditions for responsible 
quantification are not met” (21).

We have been frequently asked – and ask ourselves – 
whether our practice can serve as a model. Our answer is: 
Yes, with caution. Also in light of recent epidemiological 
literature (22), we feel entitled to recommend the 
adoption of participatory approaches in epidemiological 
studies. Public engagement can be encouraged via many 
different methods and techniques according to local 
circumstances and needs. As we consider our approach 
seminal – at least in epidemiology – we purposely 
refrain from providing any detailed assessment or 
recommendation. Any new experience requires a critical 
investigation of the situation at hand in order to select 
the most appropriate course of action. Yet, the overall 
purpose should remain that of promoting an alliance 
between local communities and experts in designing and 
implementing policies addressed to protect public health, 
safety and well-being.

As we stated earlier, in setting up a participatory 
process, it is important that the researchers feel part of 
an epistemic community (17) sharing a set of common 
normative values across professional disciplines and 
competencies. Such values include reciprocal respect, 
humility, and the commitment to accept being part 
of an extended peer community (2) where available 
scientific knowledge is evaluated also by non-scientists 
and considered together with other types of knowledge 
derived from familiarity with the territory, acquaintance 
with local lifestyles, personal and professional 
experiences, and local traditions. Such a commitment 
is sometimes burdensome and consequently needs to 
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be constantly checked, renewed and confirmed. This is 
what we did and are doing, throughout the process, both 
individually and collectively.

We encouraged, and genuinely considered, local inputs, 
comments and criticisms to the study design, its 
conduct and analysis of results. This kind of two-way 
communication about risks proved effective both in 
disseminating accurate information and in dispelling 
feelings of suspicion and outrage.

Finally, and importantly, it contributed to promoting 
public engagement and restoring some trust in 
scientific research.
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TABLE 1. PHASES OF THE MANFREDONIA PARTICIPATORY EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY

Phase n° and date Promoter Subjects involved Outcome Comment *

1.

October 2013

Mayor Principle investigator 
(PI) Epidemiologist

Preliminary agreement between 
the Municipality, the National 
Research Council (CNR) and the 
Local Health Unit (LHU)

Study conceived as 
participatory

2.

December 2014

PI 
Epidemiologist

PI with other 
researchers

Definition of the interdisciplinary 
Research Group (RG)

Inclusion of other 
disciplines such as 
environmental, physics, 
sociology and history

3.

February 2015

Mayor and RG Population Presentation of the project 
and its conceptual premises to 
stakeholders and residents

Critical appraisal 
of previous studies, 
uncertainty evaluation, 
and declaration of "non-
neutrality" of the research

4.

May–June 2015

Population and RG Definition of the epidemiological 
questions

Open debate on the study 
design as outlined in the 
agreement

5.

September 2015

Mayor, Population, and RG Design of various scenarios 
with respective health policy 
implications

Anticipation of possible 
study results and their 
policy implications

6.

December 2015

Population and RG External peer review of the 
study protocol

Reviewers selected by all 
stakeholders

7.

February–June 
2016

Population and RG Implementation of the study and 
preliminary results

RG members discuss with 
the population all aspects of 
the ongoing study, including 
technical ones

8.

September–
December 2016

Population and RG Public discussion of results and 
related uncertainties

Critical appraisal of the 
difficulties encountered and 
the limitations of the study

9.

Ongoing

Mayor, Population, and RG Implications and future 
challenges

To be discussed in multiple 
forums

* In the “Comment” column we highlight some key activities in the involvement of the population.
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